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Seismic hazards have bccn considered a rclativcly
minor threat in Oregon for most of our recorded
history. Recent advances in the geological and
seismological understanding of earthquakes in
Oregiin changed this percepti<>n during the 1980s,
and there is now fairly widespread acceptance
among thc scientific community that Oregon, par-
ticularly coastal Oreg<in, faces significant seismic
hazards. In this paper I explain the changes in sci-
entifi understanding that led to this conclusion
and describe the many types of hazards associ-
ated with earthquakes. ln addition, I illustrate ex-
amples of the evaluation <if hazard-prone areas,

using ihc coastal geologic hazard maps published
by thc Oregon Dcpartn>cnt ol Geology and Min-
eral 1»dustrics  DOGAMI!.

This paper is intcndcd f' or a fay audience.
Thus, in the interest of clarity, I have omitted
many arguments and details of thc scientific data.
Although 1 cite many s<iurces, the paper is not a
complete review of thc existing literature.

The theory of plate tecfonics explains the
large-scale structure of thc surface of thc earth
and major earth movemenLs. The theory is based
on the assumptioit that the rigid outer rock shell
of the earth, called the crust, is essentially floating
on a plastic or semiliquid layer 100-150 kilome-
ters deep in the earth's mantle  figurc 1!. Over
hundreds ol milli<ins <>1 years, circulati<>n in the
body of thc earth has broken thc crust into frag-
ments thc size of continents. These fragments are
called plates, a<id as they inove slowly across the
face of the earth, they interact with each other

along their edges, producing earthquake and vol-
canic activity, The boundaries between plates
take one ol' three fomis; divergent boundaries,

wllcrc plates pull apart; convergent boundaries,
where plates ctime together; and transform
boundaric», where plates slide horizontally past
onc another,

Figure /. 1'hree types
of plttte boundaries. A
spreading boundary
 a! nuir4- the
divergence of tsvo
plates. A < onvergent
boundary  h! occur.s
svhere orte plate stoves
tosvurdunoltu r. A
transfornt boundary
 c! occurs svhere
reluli ve plate nuifi on
is parallel to the pktte
edges. After lsloson
and others, /9M'.



Figure 2. Ptule
recionie selling
of lhe Paeifu
iVorlhwesl.

Around the world, the inajority of earthquake
and volcanic activity is concentrated along the
plate boundaries. Spreading centers produce
huge, but relatively quiet, eruptions of basalt.
Subduction zone volcanic chains create smaller,

but often explosive, eruptions of lava and ash,
Spreading centers produce normal fault earth-
quakes, caused by the pulling apart of the crust,
which are typically no larger than magnitude 6 or
7. Transform boundaries create earthquakes up to

magnitude 8 along horizontal slip faults, where
the opposite sides of the fault move horizontal! y
past each other. Subduction zones produce thrust
earthquakes, where one side of the fault is shoved
beneath the other. These subduction earthquakes

are the largest recorded, with magnitudes com-
monly greater than 8. SuMuction zones also pro-
duce intraplate earthquakes up to inagnitudc 7 or
8 in the suMucting plate, as it buckles on its way
down into the body of the earth.

At divergent boundaries, spreading centers
form where lava erupts along the length of the
boundary, congealing to form new crust. As the
plates continue to pull apart, the newly formed
crust splits, half with each plate, and this process
creates tens to hundreds of kilometers of new

crust over millions of years. The crust formed by
this process is composed of dense basalt iock,
which floats low in the mantle and therefore

makes up the floors of the earth's oceans.

Where two plates collide in a convergent
boundary, one wi! I typically duck beneath the
edge of the other and be pushed or pulled several
hundred kilometers into the depths of the earth.
This process is called suMuction. When Ihe sub-
ducted plate is sufficiently deep, it me!ts; the re-
sultant magma rises to feed a chain of volcanoes
parallel to the convergent boundary, This kind of
plate boundary, called a suMuction zone, con-
sumes the crust pioduced at spreading centers.

At a transloim boundary, two plates simply
sliCk past each other horizontally, and crust is
neither produced nor consuined.

Cascadia: The Faults under Our Feet

The Pacific Northwest is endowed with ex-

amples of all three types of plate boundaries, as
three p!ates interact in the region. Oregon is situ-
ated on the Norlh American Plate  figure 2!,
which stretches from the Pacific coast of the U.S.

to the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. To the west

of the North Ainerican Plate is the Pacific Plate,

the largest on the planet, which extends to
Alaska, Japan, and Antarctica. Last and !cast,
sandwiched between these two giant plates is the
Juan de Fuca Plate, which forms the deep ocean
floor just off the coast of Oregon and Washing-
ton. The Pacific and North American plates share
a transform boundary in California  San Andreas
Fault! and northern British Columbia  Queen
Chat!otte Fault!, and the Pacific Plate moves in-
exorably north past North America along these
two great horizontal slip faults. Dozens of major
historical earthquakes on these transform faults
clearly indicate that these are active plate bound-
aries. The Juan de Fuca and Pacific plates are

separated by a spreading center, which is very
seismically active and which has experienced
undersea volcanic eruptions in the last fcw years.
Fina!! y, there is a suMuction zone plate hound-
ary between the Juan de Fuca and North Ameri-
can Plates. The Juan de Fuca Plate slides beneath



Figure 3.
A'chemati c cross
section of the
Cascadia
subduction zone
 c:sz!.

the North American Plate along a great fault that
extends from Cape Mendocino in Califorrua to
Vancouver Island in British Columbia. This great
fault is called the Cascadia subduction zone

 CSZ!. The CSZ originates  figure 3! at the base
of the continental slope off Oregon and Washing-
ton, and angles gently beneath the North Arneri-
can Plate. It reaches a depth of 100 to 150

kilomctcrs beneath thc high Cascades, where the
Juan de Fuca. Plate melts to feed the Cascade vol-

canoes. As such, this great fault undcrlics virtu-

ally all of Oregon, and along the coast it may bc
as little as 30 or 40 kilornetcrs down. Because all

of the other plate boundaries in the area and the
Cascade volcanoes are active, we conclude that

the CSZ is also active. The Juan de Fuca Plate is

probably suhducting along the CSZ at 3.8 to 4.8
centimctcrs pcr year  Riddihough 1 984!, a rate
quite similar to thc '3.3 to 4.8 ccntimctcrs pcr year
measured and estimated iin the San Andreas Fault

 Harbcrt 1991!. The clear conclusion is that Or-

egon sits on top of the CSZ, a major active plate
boundary faul t.

Earthquake Sources: The Triple Threat

From our understanding of the plate tectonic
setting of thc Pacific Norlhwcst, wc can identify
three possible earfhquake types  figure 4!: crustal,
intraplafe, and subduCtio. Each Of the three typeS

occurs in geographically discrete source zones.
Although the three types have distinct character-
istics, they are all driven by the convergence of
the North American and Juan de Fuca plates
across the CSZ. Crustal earthquakes occur within
the North American Plate at depths of 10 to 20
kilometers. Intraplate earthquakes occur within

the descending Juan de Fuca Plate at depths of 40

to 60 kilomctcrs. Subduction earthquakes are hy-
pothetical, as none have been observed, but they
are believed to occur in the upper portion of the
CSZ, along thc great fault which separates the
two plates.

Crustal Earthquakes: Close to Home

In Oregon, the majority of historical earth-
quakes have probably been crustal events. Most
of these earthquakes have occurred in the Port-
land area, thc Willamctte Valley, the northern Or-

egon Cascades, and eastern Oregon, Coastal
Oregon has been almost completely devoid of
earthquakes, with the exception of a cluster of
small events near Newport, and the 1863 Port
Orford earlhquake  Jacobson 1986; Johnson and
Scofreld 1991!, both of which occurred before the

establishment in 1970 of modem seismic net-

works in the Pacific Northwest. As a result, it is

not known whether these earthquakes are crustal
or intraplatc, Thc history of seismicity along the



Figure 4.
Earthquake source
zones in the Pacific
Worthwest. CSZ =
Cascadia subduction
zone; JDF = Juan de
Fuca Plate; WAiM =
Worth American
Plate; PAC = Pacific
Plate.

Oregon coast may suggest that there is little threat
from crustal earthquakes, However, the reconl of
historical seismicity extends only to 1841, and
instrumental measurement of earthquakes in Or-

egon began only in the late 1950s.
The geologic record suggests that crustal earth-

quakes may pose some hazard at a fcw sites along
thc coast. McInclly and Kclscy �990! reported
numerous faults in the South Slough-Charleston
region of Coos Bay that may represent a seismic
ha7~  figure 5!. The various faults have broken
and offset tnarinc terrace deposits that are prob-

ably only 80,000 to 120,000 years old and hence
may have some potential for future movement.
The mapped extent of these faults is short, which

may suggest that they arc not capable of generat-
ing earthquakes greater than magnitude 5 to 6.
Work in progress  Harvey Kclscy, personal com-
munication, 1991! suggests faults near Alsea Bay
which offset marine terrace deposits, also a few
hundred thousand years old. Finally, detailed off-

shore geologic mapping  Goldfmger and others
1990! has identified dozens of major offshore
crustal faults that appear to have moved in at least
the last 1.6 million years  Pleistocene time!, pos-
sibly as recently as the last 10,000 years  Holo-
cene time!. These faults pose a potential ttucat,
pajticularly if they extend onshore. Similar off-
shore cnstal faults have been responsible for sig-
nificant historical earthquakes, including the
magnitude 6,6 earthquake of July 12, 1991,
which occurred 110 kilometers west of

Brookings. If that earthquake had been 50 kilo-
meters closer, damage could have been wide-
spread, Where potentially active crustal faults
occur bcncath urban areas, the possibility exists
for damaging earthquakes.

From what is now known, most of the Oregon
coast is probably not greatly at risk from crustal
earthquake, Detailed fault mapping of the coast
has been in progress for only a fcw years, and
seismic monitoring capabilities on the coast have

Figure 5. Schematic map of known Quater nary faults in
the Coos Bay area. After lllclnelly and Kelsey, l990.



Figure 6. Polenlial
source roue for
nulgnhude 7+
inlraplale
earlhquakes. From
Weaver and
Shedlock,1989.

always lagged behind the rest of the
state. Improved seisinic monitoring by
the University of Oregon and University
of Washington should help to define
potential cmstal faults along the coast.
Ongoing coastal fault studies by West-
em Washington State University
 Harvey Kelsey!, University of Oregon
  Ray Weldon!, the U.S. Geological
Survey  Ray Wells, Parke Snavely! Or-
egon State University  Vcm Kulm,
Chris Goldfinger, Jolin Dilles!, and
DOGAMI  Ian Madin! should also pro-
vide a more reliable estimate of crustal

earthquake hazards.

Intraplate Earthquakes: Danger in
the Depths

In western Washington, the majority
of damaging historical earthquakes have
been intrapl ate earthquakes, which oc-
cur in the descending Juan de Fuca Plate
 figurc 4!. Thc largest of these earth-

quakes was the magnitude 7.1 Olympia
earlhquake of 1949. Along the Oregon
coast, a small number of earthquakes
have been positively identified as intraplate
events. The largest of them was a magnitude 2,8
event that occurred at a depth of 41 kilometers
near Newport in June 1981  Weaver and Baker
1988!, This suggesLs that many of the other earth-
quakes located in the Newport area before 1970
may have been intmplatc events. The largest
intraplate event in Oregon may have been the
1873 magnitude 6.7 Port Orford earthquake, This
event was felt along the southern Oregon and
northern California coasts and had no after-

shocks. Thc absence of aftcrshocks has led to

speculation that it was an intraplate earthquake:
intraplate earthquakes typically do not have after-
shocks  Ludwin and others 1989!. Weaver and

Shedlock �989! have proposed that much of the
Oregon Coast from Astoria to Waldport and from
Cape Blanco to the California border is suscep-
tible to intraplate earthquakes as large as magni-
tude 7  figure 6!.

No amount of surface geological investigation
will improve our understanding of intraplate
earthquakes, which occur 45 to 60 kilometers be-
neath the surface. Irnprovcd scisrnic monitoring

capabilities being installed by the Universities of
Washington and Oregon will provide a inore reli-
able estimate of the hazard of intraplate earth-
quakes. It is clear that a major source of potential
earthquakes as large as magnitude 7 underlies the
entire Oregon coast, but it is not clear whether
these earthquakes will happen sufficiently often
to present a significant hazard,

Subduction Earthquakes: The Big One

No large earthquakes have been reported from
the CSZ during the 150 years of recorded history
in the Pacific Northwest, and modern seismic net-

works detect essentially no earthquakes in the
zone. This has led seismologists to speculate that
subduction on the CSZ, although almost certainly
active, is aseismic and never produces large
earthquakes  Ando and Balazs 1979!. However,
Heaton and Kanamori �984! discussed the seis-
mic potential of the CSZ and noted that it shared
many characteristics with other subduction zones
which had great earthquakes. They concluded
that the Juan dc Fuca Plate was similar to other

subduction zones in which active subduction was

accompanied hy a great carthquakc of magnitude



8 or larger. Adams �984! studied modem defor-

ination of thc CSZ using leveling, tide gauge, and
geomorphic data and concluded that it was pos-
sible that subduction was accomplished during

great subduction earthquakes every 200 to 500
years. Adams also noted that it inight be possible
to seatch for evidence of prehistoric great earth-

quakes by looking for distuited layers in lake
sediments, landslides triggered by earthquakes,
periodic, submarine landslide deposits, and up-
lifted or subsided coastal features. Other research-

ers  Byrne and others 1988! contended that the
rocks in the CSZ are sufficiently weak and hot
that they act in effect as a lubricant, allowing sub-
duction Io proceed without any great earthquakes.
Thc picture is further complicated by the example
of the San Andreas fault, which has "aseismi-

cally" creeping scgincnts, which produce con-
stant microearthquakes, and an almost completely
aseisinic segment, which moved in 1906 to
produce thc great San Francisco earthquake.
Without direct evidence, the earlier debate was

largely academic, as there was no way to prove or
disprove the hypothesis of great earthquakes on
the CSZ.

Figure 7. Scherrum'c diagram af land level changes  har
occurred during  he l960 Chilean earthquake  Mw 93!.
Afier Plafker, l972,

Buried Marshes: The Smoking Gttn
The theoretical arguments about whether or

not the CSZ moved in periodic great earthquakes
were overshadowed by Brian Atwater's �987!
discovery of direct geologic evideiice for prehis-
toric great earthquakes. Atwater's study was the
first to find direct evidence of great CSZ earih-
quakes and was based on looking for the geologic
footprint of a great earthquake. Other great sub-
duction earthquakes around the world � Alaska,
1964, and Southern Chile, 1960  Plafker 1972!�

produced distinct and gigantic footprints on the
land. Typically, the upper plate in the subduction
zone undergoes immediate and permanent land
level changes during a great subduction earth-
quake with a pattern as shown in figure 7, The
leading edge of the upper plate is uplifted, with
subsidence farther inland and less pronounced
uplift farther inland yet. The simple inechanical
explanation 1'or this pattern is that during the hun-
dreds of years between earthquakes, the two
plates are locked together but still converging.
This steady convergence causes the upper plate to

flex slowly, as shown in figure 8. When the earth-
quake occurs, the flex is released and the land
rises or subsides accordingly. The earlhquake
cycle produces a distinctive pattcm of land level
changes, with slow steady uplift or subsidence
between earthquakes that instantaneously re-
verses during the earthquake, This phenomenon
can be used in effect as a natural seismograph to
record prehistoric earthquakes, because the sea
leaves a "ring around the bathtub" on the land. As
the land moves up and down with respect to sea
level, coastal processes leave geologic features
and deposits that form at very speciflc elevations,
Where the land is uplifted, wave-cut platforms or
beach ridges formed at or below mean tide level
are often stranded high above the lughest tides.
Where the land subsidcs, freshwater marshes or

lowland forest lands may sink below the level of
the tides and be converted to intertidal mudflats.

Atwater �987! studied Willapa Bay in south-
western Washington, where he noted a distinctive
pattern of sediment in the banks of tidal channels
in modem marshes. Typically, the modem veg-
etation would be found growing on a modem



Figure 8.

peat, which would grade down into deposits ot
intertidal mud. This sequence suggests that the
land slowly rose with respect to sea level, expos-
ing tide flats above the range of tides and allow-
ing freshwater plants to colonize the surface,
However, beneath this sequence, Atwater found a
buried, fossilized peat layer  figute 9! separated
from the overlying intertidal mud by an abrupt
boundary. The fossilized peat in turn graded
downwards into intertidal mud, underlain by yet
another layer of buried peat. This sequence of al-
temating buried peat and intertidal mud strongly
suggests that the land has undergone cycles of
slow uplift that allow marshes to colonize
mudflats, followed by abrupt subsidence that bur-
ies the marsh in intertidal mud. This is exactly the
sequence of deposits expected to form during
cycles of gteat earthquakes and is in fact quite
sunilar to buried marsh and forest deposits
formed during the 1964 Alaskan and 1960 Chil-
ean  Atwater 1989! earthquakes. Atwater also

observed sand layers directly above several of the
buried marsh peats, which he speculated might
have been deposited by tsunatnis  popularly
known as tidal waves! generated by the same
earthquake that caused the subsidence.

Atwater's discovery provided the first geologic
evidence that great megathrust earthquakes might
have occurred before the arrival of Europeans in
the Pacific Northwest, but there were still many
skeptics, many unanswered questions. Perhaps
the burial of the marshes was due to floods, storm

surges, breaches of spits, distantly generated tsu-
namis, or periodic great forest fires that choked

streams with silt and filled in bays. Alternatively,
it might be possible that the land had indeed sub-
sided in an earlhquake, but in a minor earthquake
on a local fault instead of a great earthquake
stretching from Vancouver Island to California.

Subsequent to Atwater's original research in

Willapa Bay, other researchers began to explore
Oregon estuaries for similar evidence. They
found it in almost every significant estuary along
the northern and central coast  figure 10!. Grant
and McLaren �987! found evidence for several
episodes of abrupt marsh subsidence and burial at
the Salmon and Nehalem River estuaries.

Peterson and Darienzo  in press! and Darienzo
and Peterson �988, 1990! discovered multiple
abruptly buried marshes in the estuaries of the
Necanicum, Nestucca, Little Nestucca, Siletz,

Alsea, and Yaquina rivers, and at Netarts Bay.
Nelson and Personius  in press! have found bur-
ied marshes in South Slough, and Peterson and
Danenzo  personal communication, 1991! have
detected preliminary evidence of buried marshes
in the estuaries of the Siuslaw, Coquille, and

Umpqua rivers, and in Catching Slough, although
Nelson and Personius  in press! found conflicting
evidence in these estuaries, In northern Califor-

nia, Carver �991! discovered buried marsh lay-
ers in Humboldt Bay.

Clearly, the phenomenon of abruptly buried
rnarshes is not due solely to local faults in
Washington. All along the Cascadia subduction
zone, repeated cycles of slow uplift followed by
rapid submergence of the land have occurred,
with many submergence events accompanied by
tsunamis. The simplest explanation for these
deposits is the periodic occurrence of great
subduction earthquakes that involve hundreds of
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Figure 9. Buried
n<arsh exposed i n
tidal <'hannel, Will<<pa
Bay, Washington.
Modern marsh grades
down into intertidal
mud, which abruptly
overlies buri< d n<arsh
 dark band at
b<<ttom!. Thin grey
layers labelled "s"
are tsunami sand
deposits, From
Atwater and
Yamagu chi, l99l.

kilometers of thc coast all at once. If tmc, the

implications for Oregon coastal communities are
awesome, because such an earthquake would
cause simultaneous strong shaking and coastal
subsidcncc, which would be I'ollowed quickly by

a local tsunatni.

Corroborating Fvidence: More Pieces
of the Pttnle

Although the evidence from buried marshes is
fairly persuasive, it is vital to look l'or other evi-
dence to prove the great earthquake hypothesis,



Fi gure 10, Sires with nr ulli pie buried nuirshes on ihe
Oregon eoasi.

The adverse consequences of spending money
and restricting coastal development unnecessarily
in resporise to a lalse subduction earthquake
threat are probably outweighed only hy the con-
sequences of preparing inadequately for a true
threat. Although earthquake-related subsidence
remains the only satisfactory explanation for the
buried marshes, it is important to look for other
types of evidence. To date this has come from
undersea landslides, modem geodedc measure-
ments, Indian legends, and archaeological sites.

Adams �990! has proposed a completely in-
dependent line of evidence for great subdu~Con
earthquakes based on submarine landslide depos-
its. Sand, silt, and clay Hushed into the coastal
waters of Oregon and Washington hy rivers accu-
mulate in thick deposits offshore on the continen-
tal shelf and slope. Periodically these piles
become unstable and slump in a submarine land-
slide, causing a slurry of sediments and water
 called a turbidity current! to liow down subma-
rine channels onto thc deep abyssal plain. Each

turbidity current leaves a distinctive layer of sedi-
ment, called a turbidite, and it is possible to count
the number of turbidity currents that have passed
any given site by counting the turbidite layers.
Griggs and Kulm �970! first noted that sedunent
cores from a number of submarine channels off

the coast of Oregon and Washington could be
used to count the number of turbidity currents
that had occurred since the eruption of Mt.
Mazama  now Crater Lake! about 7,000 years
ago. They determined this by counting the num-
ber of turbidites above the first layer which con-
tained the distinctive ash from Mt. Mazama, In

his analysis, Adams �990! noted that there were
similar numbers ol post-Mazama turhiditcs in the
upper reaches of many chamiels along the coast.
Most iinportant, he noted that even where two
channels came together, there were the same
number of turbidites below the confluence as

above, This requires the turbidity currents in each
channel to have bccn triggered simultaneously.
Adams �990! argues that the only plausible ex-
planation for simultaneous triggering of turbidity
currents at sites tens to thousands of kilometers

apart is a great subduction earthquake.
Geodetic techruqucs compare very precise

mcasurcments of the position and elevation of a
network of stations over time to dctcrmine how

the land is currently expanding or contracting,
rising or falling, The first attempt to use geodetic
data to constrain the behavior of the CSZ was hy
Ando arid Balazs �979!, who used historical lev-

eling data to show that Ihc Oregon Coast Ranges
were tilting to the east. They concluded that the
Juan de Fuca Plate was suhducting aseismically
and would not have great earthquakes. Adams
�984! looked at historical data as well as geo-
logic data to determine long-term deformation
rates all along thc CSZ. He concluded that the
modem defomiation did not require aseismic sub-

duction and suggested that great earthquakes
might occur. Vincent �989!, and later Weldon
�991!, used historic leveling data and tidal
records along thc Oregon coast and across the
Coast Ranges to show that parts of the coast are
clearly rising at a significant rate. This result is
very important because it shows clearly that the
Juan de Fuca and North American plates are in
fact locked together, and not slipping aseismically

11



Figure l l, .'ichemati i
representati on nf
geodetit ttlly
measured
deformation in th<
paei fie iVortltwest.
Verti cal data i n
Oregon from
Weldon, I99l.
llorizontal data in
Washington front
Savage nnrl Li e>wski,
l99l.

past one another on some layer of sedimentary
"grease." Both studies note that the amount ol
geodetically measured uplift is dramatically less
along the north-central Oregon coast lhan areas
farthe north or south  tigure 11!, which suggests
that the subductirrn zone is brokcrr into small in-

dcpcndcrrt scgrncnts,

ln Washington, Savage a»d Lisowski �991!
rncasurcd thc ongoing deformation ol thc Olym-
pic Range with prccisio» laser instruments. They
concluded that the Olympics are currently heing
shortened horizontally in a direction essential/y
parallel to the direction of subduction of the Juan
de Fuca plate  figure 11!, arid this shortening is
consistent with the accumulation ol strain energy
on a locked subduction zone.

Thcsc prclimi»ary results I'rom geodetic stud-
ies still leave questions about the shape of the
locked portion of the subduction zone and about
our current position in lhe strain cycle, hut they
are inconsistent with the notion of subduction

without great carthquakcs,
Indian legends of great earthquakes and tsuna-

mis are known from the Pacific Northwest.

Heaton and Snavely �985! report several legends
froin thc region, One legend of the Makah Indi-

ms at Neah Bay recorded by James Swan states
that the waters of the bay receded dramatically
for four days, then retumcd to liood the land I'or
another four days before rcccding. Thc same leg-
end described a permanent land level change at
the same time, with an island being converted to a
peninsula, although it also noted that the water

that flooded the community was hot, Woodward
�990! reports a similar tsunami lcgcnd from thc

Tillamook area. Unfortunately, Indian legends are
somewhat ambiguous about ihc timing of events,
and contain criough references to clearly super-
natural occurrences thai they provide only weak
corroborating evidence to the great earthquake
hypothesi»,

Morc concretely, Woodward �990! noted
arcliacological evidence for significant changes in
the lifestyles of Indians along the coast of Oregon
which have occurred at times coincident  sec

discussion below! with hypothetical prehistoric
subduction earthquakes. At Nchalcrn Bay,
Woodward reports an Indian campsite dated to
380 years before the present  BP! that is now
permanently below tidal levels, In Tillamook
Bay, chatiges in species of shellfish dcpositcd in
midde»s suggest a change I'rom a bay environ-
ment to open shore at 1070 years BP. At Nctarts
Bay, shell middcns at an Indian campsite formed
1,400 years ago have now subsided below the
level of high tides. The results from these sites
and others are intriguing, but they provide only
clrcunistanlial evidence of major, perhaps cata-
strophic charrgcs in coastal Indian settlements that
may have accompaiued great earthquakes.

The evidence listed above is consistent with a

history of great megathrust earthquakes in the Pa-
cific Northwest, and a majority of gcoscicntists
working in lhc region now accept that these
events have occurred. There are, however, prob-
lems with thc theory of great subduction events,
which are reviewed in thc following section,

ConAicting Fvidence: It's Not a Done
l!eal

One of the most fundamcnl.al problems with

thc great earthquake story is thc assumption that
the buried marsh layers are in fact due exclu-
sively to abrupt land subsidence during earth-
quakes. Alternating layers of peat and intertidal



mud are known from coastal regions without sub-

duction zones  Nelson and Personius, in press!,
At water �987! and Atwater and Yamaguchi
�991! cite a variety of evidence from Washing-
ton m arshes that seem to require earthquakes to
explain buried marshes. Peterson and Darienzo
 in press! have shown that in Alsea Bay, abrupt
land subsidence is the only likely cause for the
buried marshes ohserved there. However, the ori-

gin of buried layers in other bays may still be
questioned,

If we accept that the marshes do subside dur-
ing earthquakes, we must assess the possibility
that each estuary is responding to independent
movements on local faults rather than great sub-
duction earthquakes that cause many estuaries to
subside at the same time, Goldfinger and others
�990! have studied faults on the continental shelf

and slope of Oregon and have identified dozens
of major faults which may have moved in geo-
logically recent times. Many of the estuaries
where buried marshes occur appear to lie on these
faults, raising the possibility of numerous local
subsidence events, Further investigation is neces-
sary to determine whether these faults are inde-
pendently responsible for marsh burial, hut
several general observations suggest that they are
not. First, at least a dozen estuaries between cen-

tral Oregon and central Washington subsided
about '300 years ago  see below!, If each subsid-
ence event was the result of an independent earth-
quake, the implication is that over a dozen
occurred in the late 1600s, hut none have oc-

curred since the 1840s. There are so many estuar-
ies with relatively recent and frequent marsh
burials that we should have historical records of

marsh burial events if they are due to random
earthquakes on a dozen independent faults. In ad-
dition, geologic mapping onshore, in some cases
quite detail+1, has yet to uncover evidence that
any of the offshore faults associated with estuar-
ies has moved in the last few thousand years.

Finally, almost every estuary has evidence of
tsunamis associated with one or inore of the bur-

ied marsh layers. Peterson and Darienzo  in
press! have pointed out that if each estuary has an
independent earthquake which generates a local
tsunami, there will he a. tsunami deposit directly
above the subsided marsh iii that estuary, and tsu-
nami deposits at a variety of levels in adjacent

estuaries that did not subside, This implies that
tsunami sands should be distributed throughout
the peat and interhdal mud layers if there are nu-
merous independent events. On the Oregon coast,
Darienzo and Peterson �988, 1990!, Peterson
and others �991!, and Peterson  personal com-

munication, 1991! find that the vast majority of
tsunami deposits occur directly above buried
marshes.

Another unresolved problem with the great
subduction earthquake hypothesis is the common
occurrence of uplifted marine tenaces adjacent to
estuaries which contain buried marshes. Sea level

has changed dramatically during the last few hun-
dred thousand years, falling during ice ages when
water is tied up in glaciers, and rising between ice
ages as glaciers melt. During each high stand of
sea level, wave action cuts a platform across
coastal bedrock, which is then covered by marine
sediments to form a distinct, flat marine terrace.

The most recent high stand was about 80,000
years ago, and at many sites along the Oregon
and Washington coast this terrace is now several
meters to tens of meters above modem sea level,

If sea level now is about the same as it was

80,000 years ago, these terraces must have been
uplifted by earth movements. However, the up-
lifted terraces are often adjacent to estuaries in
which there is clear evidence of several meters of

submergence in the last few thousand years. It is
necessary to resolve the conlradictory evidence
for net uplift over the last 80,000 years and net
submergence over the last 5,000 to 10,000 years.

A final unresolved problem with the great sub-
duction earthquake hypothesis is the apparent
lack of widespread evidence of liquefaction. Liq-
uefaction occurs when loose., water-saturated

sand deposits are shaken strongly in an earth-
quake. The sand becomes fluid, and a mixture of
sand and water often erupts onto the ground sur-
face tluough fissures, These sand fissures and
erupted sand piles are commonly observed in
many other areas of the world that have been

shaken by strong earthquakes. The presence of
such features in association with buried marsh

horizons would shingly support the great earth-
quake hypothesis. The widespread ahsence of liq-
uefaction features along the Oregon and
Washington coast could suggest that whatever
caused the marshes to subside did not involve
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stinng shaking. Widespread liquefaction features
have not been reported from the Oregon coast I.o
date; however, no systematic effort has been
niade to locate them. In Washington, Atwater
 personal communication, 1991!! has found liq-
uefaction I'eatures associated with buried marshcs

at sites on the Copalis River. Peterson  personal
communicatioii, 1991! has observed widespread
liquefaction on thc Oregon coast in marine ter-
race sediments which are 80,000 years or more
old. I have observed similar features in old ma-

rine terrace sediments in Ihe Coos Bay area. Thc
critical problem i» to find liquefaction features in
sediments Ihat are only a few thousand years ofd,
Clearly, a concerted effort must be made to estab-
lish whether or not liquefaction features are wide-

spread along the Oregon coast, and if they are
not, the great earthquake hypothesis must be care-
fully rc-examined.

When is the Next Big One? The Big
Question

If we accept for the time being that buried
marsh deposits in Oregon and Washingfon are
natural seismographic records, then the next step
is to determine how often, on avcragC, thC prCluS-
toric earthquakes occuried, If it is possible to cal-
culate a reliable avemge time between events,
then it is possible to calculate the probability that
the next event will occur in some given time
frame, This technique has hccn widely applied in
other areas where there is a reasonably well-dated
geologic record of prehistoric earthquakes.

The time ol burial of marshes in Oregon has
been dated by two techniques, each of which has
significant drawhacks. Radiocarbon dating can he
used to date plant material preserved in thc buried
marsh or forest pcats. Thc technique is relatively
fast and inexpensive, and dateable plant material
is abundant. Analytical errors inherent in thc

technique arc typically plus or minus 50 to 100
years, which is not significant for materials that
are several thousand years old, but is very signifi-
cant for inatcrials Ihat are oriiy a few hundred
years old. Calibratioris for prehistoric variations
in radioactive carbon production introduce addi-

tional uncertainty, and many relatively young
samples correspond to several calendar dates
when calibrated, The second source of error is

even more of a problem. Radiocaibon ages date
the time of death of the plant inaterial, and
samples taken from peats may have been dead on
the ground for tens or hundreds of years before
thc marsh subsided. Tlus error can bc greatly re-
duced by dating material from trees rooted in the
buried marsh that were presumably killed by the
subsidence, but such trees are far less common

than peats. In general, at any site, it may not bc
possible to date thc time of marsh subsidencc any
closer than plus or minus 100 to 200 years. This
means that we caiinot necessarily distinguish be-
tween events that occurred a day apart and events
that occurred a few hundred years apart, and it
may well be that the average time between earth-
quakes is similar Io or smaller than the best reso-

lution of radiocarbon dating.
Thc second dating technique is tree-ring dat-

ing, which is accomplished by comparing the pat-
tems of annual growth rings in trees killed by
suhsidence to those in living trees on adjacent up-
lands. This techiuquc allows dating of the time of
death of thc trccs to within a decade, ar often

within a few years  Atwater and Yamaguchi
1991!. However, well-preserved trees are not
present in many sites, and living trees are not old
enough to compare with buried marshes that are
more than 1,000 years old, This tecliniquc is most
useful for looking at the most recent events,

A final problem in calculating the average time
between earthquakes is the possibility that due to
conditions of sedimentation, timing, local cli-
mate, sea Icvcl fluctuations, and so on, not all

earthquakes will make unambiguous buried
marsh horizons at all sites. This means that recur-

rence intervals estimated for any one site will he
based on a minimum number of events thought to
have occurred, If one or two events werc not

clearly recorded, then the resultant estimate of
rccurrcncc interval will underestimate thc prob-
ability of the next earthquake,

The uncertainties associated with dating marsh
subsidcncc mean that a credible calculation of the

probability of the next earthquake is still not pos-
sible, even assuming that buried marshcs repre-
sent past earthquake». Thc best we can do with
thc radiocarbon numbers at this point is to take
the reported ages at face value and treat the re-
sulting estimates of recurrence intervals with a
great deal of skepticism, An important result wc
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can derive from this kind of analysis is not so
much which day to be out of town in order to
avoid the Big One, but a sense of how short an
interval is possible between great earthquakes,
and a reasonable estimate of when the last one

octad,

The most recent event is probably the best
dated, because it is best exposed and because lo-
cally the radiocarten dating can be checked with
tree-ring dating of cedar and spruce trees killed
by marsh subsidence. Atwater and Yamaguchi
�991! find that in southwest Washington, radio-
carbon and tree-ring dating suggest that the most
recent subsidence occurtcd about 300 years ago,
Peterson and others �991! report a mnge of ages
for the most recent event in Oregon bays, with the
youngest at 270, plus or minus 60 and the oldest
a1. 550, plus or minus 70 years BP. Grant  written
communication, 199 l! reports thc most recent
subsidence in the Salmon River of 247, plus or
minus 25 years BP, and in the Nehalem River,
225, plus or minus 19 years BP. Adams �990!
estimated the age of the most recent tutbiditc off-
shore at 300 years BP by studying the thickness
of sediment layers on top of the turbidite, Most of
these dates are consistent with the more precise
tree-ring data indicating that the last great event
or set of events occurted in the late 1600s, but it

is not possible to distinguish between one great
simultaneous event and several smaller events

scattered over decades.

The average intervals between earthquakes
calculated from this data must be treated skepti-
cally. Atwater  personal communication, 1991! is
not sure that a significant teturn tune can be cal-
culated, but points out that there have been either
6 or 7 events in the last 3,500 years. This suggests
a nominal recurrence of 500 to 580 years,
Peterson and others �991! report average inter-
vals of 370 years for 4 events at Netarts Bay, 340
year. for 3 inte~als in Alsea Bay, and a regional
average over 11 events in Northern Oregon of
330 to 340 years. Adatns calculated an average of
590 years for 13 events, using the turbidite data.
There is wide variability in this data, but two
things ate clear. If all of these events were due ta
independent earthquakes on local structures, then
there have been tens of earthquakes in the last
few thousand years. The return interval between
subsidence-causing earthquakes somewhere

along the coast then becomes so short that we
would expect to have a historical record of one.
The other important fact to note is that recurrence
intervals from many sites are at least as short as
the time since the last event, within the limits of

radiocarbon error,

We have a long way to go before we can quan-
tify the likelihood of the next great earthquake,
but this event is not necessarily going to occur in
some remote future. In fact, it is quite possible
that the next big shake will happen in the near
future, This possibility should be sufficient to
cause emergency managers, land-use planners,
and public officials of coastal communities to
start looking at where they are vulnerable.

Where and How Big: What Can We
Expect?

Estimates of the size and potential location of
future great subduction earthquakes also vary
widely and are based on a limited understanding
of the structure of the CSZ. The size of future

earthquakes will depend on the area of the locked
fault between the plates that moves, The location
of the earthquake will similarly depend on the
portion of the fault that moves.

The area of the fault that moves depends on
the width of the locked portion of the fault and
the length of fault along the coast that fails. The
total length of the CSZ is fairly well known, but
few researchers think that the entire 1000 km will

fail all at once. Instead, the CSZ is likely to break
in a series of relatively short segments, Geoscicn-
tists can guess at the location of segment bound-
aries but still cannot demonstrate where they lic.
Segments may be as short as 100 kilometers or
the full 1,000 kilometers. Similarly, the width of
the locked portion of the fault strongly influences
the possible size of an earthquake. The location of
the locked zone also controls where the earth-

quakes can occur. There is little agreement on the
likely width of the locked zone. In southern Or-

egon, Clark and Carver �991! proposed that the
locked zone might be as wide as 75 to 100 kilo-
meters in southern Oregon. Peterson and others
�991! present a model of the locked zone con-
strained by marsh subsidence data that is hest fit
by a 90-kilometer-wide locked zone, Blackwell
�991! proposes a locked zone as narrow as 20
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source ztmes for
hypotheti cal
subduction

earthquakes.
trample nn right
after Pezzopane and
others, 1991.
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ufier Weaver and
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kilometers based on thermal modelling. Accord-

ing to Pezzopane and others �991!, geodetic data
suggests that it may vary widely in width. A pair
of potential locked zones is shown in figure 12.

Using this range of possible lengths and widths
of rupture zone, researchers have suggested maxi-
mum CSZ earthquakes of from Mw 8.0
 Pezzopane and others 1991! to 9.1  Rogers
1988!. Similarly, thc portion of the fault that fails
may either be entirely offshore or extend a few
tens of kilometers onshore. In any case, coastal
Oregon will be uncoinfortably close to any CSZ
earthquake, and even the most distant possible
earthquake of the smallest likely size  8,0! will
cause significant shaking and damage.

Effects of Great Earthquakes; Shake,
Rattle, Roll, Slide, Slosh, and Slump

How would a major earthquake affect the Or-
egon Coast'? We still know too little about the po-
tential size and location of earthquakes to make
quantitative estimates of the kinds of damage that
might occur, but wc can provide gross estiinates.
Damaging effects of' earthquakes fall into two

categories:   I! the direct effects of ground
shaking, fault rupture, and coseismic subsidence
and �! the secondary effects of tsunami, seiche,
settlement, liquef'action, and landsliding. In this
section, I describe thc potential impact of each ol
these hazards tin the Oregon coast, using a

portion of the coast an>und Newport to illustrate

specific potential hazanf zones  figures 13 and
14!. DOCtAMI has published environmental geo-
logy maps of almost all of the coast of Oregon.

These maps can be used by trained professionals
to make a first-order asscssmcnt of potential
earthquake hazards. For tlus report, the maps are
out of Bulletin 81, Frtvirontnett tat Geology of
Lint:oln County  Schlicker and others 1973!.

Ground Shaking and Amplification
The most widely experienced effect of an

earthquake is ground shaking, which is also typi-
cally responsible for the majority of earthquake
damage. The strength of shaking at any site dur-
ing an earthquake will depend on the size of the
earthquake, the distance of the site from the epi-
center, and the nature of the geologic materials
under the site. Larger earthquakes produce stron-

ger ground shaking, but the strength of shaking
dies off rapidly with distance from the epicenter,
To predict the strength of shaking at a given site,
we need to know how large the earthquake will
be and where it will bc centered, both currently

impossible to know. A few general models of the
strength of ground shaking have been made for
the Oregon coast, The strength of ground shaking
is usually cxprcsscd as a fradion of the force nf
gravity. Levels above,2 acceleration of gravity
 g! are sigitificant, and modem buildings in Or-
egon are designed for,2 g. Pezzopane and others
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�991! suggest that peak horizontal accelerations
of .2 g to .4 g can occur along the coast. Cohee
and others  l991! model a magnitude 8.1 subduc-
tion zone earthquake and suggest that coastal Or-

egon might experience .14 g to .41 g of peak
horizontal acceleration. An additional threat

unique to CSZ earthquakes is the unusually long
duration of shaking, The inagnitude  Mw! 8.1
earthquake modelled by Cohee and others �991!
would cause strong shaking for over 45 seconds.
Damage increases dramatically as the duration of
shaking increases.

The ground motion levels discussed above are
for bedrock sites. The presence of thick soils, al-
luvial deposits, or soft rock over the bedrock can
greatly amplify the ground shaking, often by fac-
tors as high as six. In general, young  Quaternary!
deposits of sand, silt, and clay are most likely to

amplify ground shaking, although less frequently
they may actually reduce ground shaking. Figurc
15 is derived from figurc 13, the geologic map
from DOGAMI Bulletin 91, and shows the areas

covered by the geologic units labelled Qrnt  Qua-
temary Miocene terrace! and Qal  Quaternary
alluvium!. The Qmt deposits are young marine
terrace sand deposits, and the Qal deposits are
young sand, silt, and gravel deposits lining the
bays and river valleys. These units are most likely
to amplify shaking, in contrast to the bedrock de-
posits present in the rest of the area. Therefore,

for a preliminary assessment, these areas would
be considered morc potentially hazardous, and
more refined hazard assessments would be fo-

cused there. The actual threat of amplification can
be modeled by computer techniques for a given
site, a procedure that might be appropriate for
large structures or critical facilities like hospitals.

To illustrate the importance of soil amplifica-
tion, we can look at the Mexico City earthquake
of 1985, This earthquake, a magnitude  Mw! 8,1
subduction zone megathrust event, was centered
300 kilometers from Mexico City. Soft alluvium
in the old lake beds on which the city is built am-
plified the shaking sufficiently to cause rxrrnplete
collapse of numerous modem structures engi-
neered to withstand earthquakes. Similarly, the
portion of the Cypress Freeway structure that col-
lapsed in the 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake was
only that part built on soft bay mud.

Coseistnic Subsidence

As we saw earlier, the footprint that a great
subduction earthquake makes on the land is a pat-
tem of rapid subsidence or uplift of the land. This
movement, which takes place during the earth-
quake, is called coseismic rnovernent. It is the
occurrence of coseisrnic subsidence along the Or-

egon coast that is thought to be responsible for
the repeated burial of marshes, and a future great
subduction earthquake would be likely to produce
similar effects. It is possible to estimate the
amount of coseismic subsidence at a marsh site

by identifying the ecological zones represented
by the successive layers and measuring the differ-
ence in elevation between modem rcpresentaiives
of those zones. Peterson and others �991! have
made such estimates of the average coseismic
subsidence at three bays for the last four burial
events. They found 1,0 to 1,5 meters of subsid-
ence at Netarts Bay, .5 meter to 1.5 meters at
Alsea Bay, and 0 to .5 meter at the Siuslaw River.
These are not dramatic amounts of subsidence

and are unlikely to cause large-scale flooding of
coastal communities. However, this subsidence

adds to the flooding by the subsequent tsunami
and causes increased flooding during storms and
accelerated coastal erosion.

Fault Rupture

As discussed in the section on crustal earth-

quakes, we know of few young faults on the coast
of Oregon. However, there are numerous offshore
faults. These offshore faults appear to cut the sea-
floor and are therefore likely to have moved in
geologically recent times. Ground rupture caused
by movetnent of an offshore fault is not a great
problem because there is no development off-

shore. Figure 16, derived from the geologic map
in figure 13, shows several major west-northwest
trending faults passing south of Yaquina Bay.
These faults are very similar in trend to the geo-
logically young offshore faults, and there remains
a possibility that they may move during a great
subduction earthquake or independently in a
smaller crustal earthquake. The likelihood is
probably remote, so again, this hazard might be
of conceni only in the siting and construction of
critical structures. It is very expensive to engineer
structures to tolerate fault rupture beneath their
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Figure 15, Example
amp lificatit>n
opportunity map.
Hatched areas are
likely to shake most
strongly in an
earthquake because
of loose Quaternary
deposits.

foundations, but it is relatively easy to site struc-
tures well away from the potential rupture zone.

Liquefaction and Settlement

Many geologically young sand and silt depos-
its are relatively loose, meaning that the sand par-
ticles are not tightly packed together and there are
significant spaces between grains. %hen shaken
by an earthquake, loose sand or silt can become
more compact, just as flour settles when shaken
in a measuring cup. If the sand is dry, ground
settIcment occurs, which inay locally be suffi-
cient to damage structures. An even more de-
suuctive situation exists when the sand is

saturated with water before the earthquake. The
settlement of the sand piessurizes the water in the
spaces between grains, and the pressurized water
causes the sediment to liquefy, Because liquefied
sediment has very little strength, it is coinmon for

structures to tilt, sink or settle dramatically when
the underlying soil liquefies. Even more devastat-
ing is the tendency for liquefied soil to fliiw to-
waitls free faces  such as river or hay hai4s! and
down very gentle slopes. Mass movement of liq-
uefied or partly liquefied soils results in the most
spectacular of earthquake damage and is particu-
larly devastating to coastal areas, damaging
bridges, docks, and port facilities. Liquefaction
also causes widespread failure of buried pipes

and cables, affecting fire fighting and emergency
communications after the event.

As with arnplification, the tendency of any site
to liquefy in an earthquake can be estimated aciw-
rately only with a detailed site-specific study. The
Qmt and Qal deposits are the only geologic mate-
rials in this area with any significant potential for
liquefaction. Although they are widespread, these
materials pose a threat only where they are



Figure 16. Enanple
fault rupt'ure
opportunity map.
Heavy lines are
mapped faults.
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sal urated with groundwater. Again, we can use
thc geology and environmental hazard maps for
thc Newport area to roughly estiinate the areas
most susceptible to liquefaction, and thus narmw
down the area where morc specific studies are
needed. Figurc 17 shows areas likely to be sus-
ceptible to liquefaction. It is derived by over-
laying areas of shallow ground water  depicted on
thc environmental geology map, figure 14! on
areas of Qmt or Qal sands and silts  depicted on
the geologic map, figure 13!.

Landslides

One of the most common secondary hazards
associated with earthquakes is earthquake-in-
duced! andsl ides. Slopes which are stable under
ordinary conditions may he destabilized by the
sining shaking of an earthquake and begin to
inove. Wilson and Keefer �945! note that

earlhquake-induced landslides can occur up to

200 kilometers froin the epicenter of a magnitude
8 earthquake. As with the amplification and liq-
uefaction hazards, detailed site studies are re-

quired to determine how likely a slope is to slide
in the event of a given eartiquake. Again, it is
possible to use the information available in thc
DOGAMI environmental hazani maps to outline
areas most likely to experience this hazard. Fig-
ure 18 shows two types of landslide data derived
from the maps, Areas of existing landslides or

landslide topography are taken directly from the
environmental geology map  figure 14!. These
areas inay bc reactivated in future earthquakes,
particularly where they have been developed, cut
by roads, or logged. Landslide-prone areas are
derived by overlaying areas of mudstone bedrock

from the geologic map  figure 13! on areas with
slopes over 25% from the environinental geology



Figure IT, Exrtmple
liquefaction opportunity
map. Hatched zones
have both loose sands
and shallow
groundwater,
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map  figure 14!. These areas are the most likely
to have new landslides in an earthquake. In addi-
tion, areas o f rapid sea cliff erosion or riverbank
erosion may be susceptible to earthquake-induced
landsliding. In all cases, extensive development,
logging, forest fires, or road building may in-
crease the likelihood of earthquake-induced land-
slides because of changes in drainage and
stability of the slopes.

Tsunami and Seiche

The final class of secondary earthquake hazard
is mass movement» of water which may inundate
shoreline areas. In a sciche, the water in a rela-

tively small body of water, like a lake or bay,
sloshe» from bank to bank, just like a full coffee
cup on a bumped table. A tsunami occurs when a
large area of the seafloor move», displacing a
huge amount of water in the ocean. Both of these

hazards are likely to occur in the event of a sub-
duction zone earthquake, but only seiches are
likely to occur in a crustal or intraplate earth-
quake.

The extent of inundation caused by a seiche in
any body of water will depend on the strength of
ground shaking at the site. It will also depend on
the degree of siinilarity between the natural pe-
riod of oscillation of the body of water and the
period of shaking of the earthquake. This make»
estimation of seiche hazards extremely difficult,
because the periods of shaking of earthquakes are
quite variable. Sophisticated computer inodelling
can put rough limits on the maximum seiche run-
up, but this technique is relatively expensive,

Tsunamis are great waves produced by vertical
moi.ion of large poitions of the»eafloor. The
waves travel at speeds of several hundred kilome-
ters per hour in the open ocean, where they may



Figure B'. Example
earthquake-induced
landslide opportunity
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be only a fraction of a meter high. When a tsu-
nami wave approaches shore, it begins to slow
down and get higher, and what began as a wave
only ahalf a meter high on the open ocean inay
be several meters high when it reaches shore. The
maximum elevation above sea level that the tsu-

nami reaches is called the run-up. The area cov-
eted by the tsunami is the inundation, Tsunamis

are not likely to be generated by crustal or
intraplate earthquakes, because these types of
earthquakes are relatively small and do not in-
volve vertical movements of the seafloor. Sub-

duction zone earthquakes, on the other hand, are
very large, cause large vertical movements of the
seafioor, and usually cause tsunamis. There is
currently a warning system in place to alert resi-
dents of the Oregon coast to the approach of tsu-
namis generated in Alaskan, Chilean, or Japanese
subduction zones, but the tsunami generated by

an earthquake on the CSZ would arrive without

any warning other than the earthquake itself,
Without knowing the exact size and location

of future subduction zone earthquakes, it is diffi-
cult to predict tsunami iun-up heights for the Or-
egon coast. There are, however, several crude
approaches available to get a general feel for the
possible inagnitude of locally generated tsunamis.
The first approach is to look at the "tsunaini"
sand deposits associated with buried maishes
along the coast. This has been done by Peterson

and others �991a!, who produced maps of the
areas thought to have been inundated by the tsu-
nainis that followed past subduction earthquakes.
Unfortunately, all the tsunami deposits are pre-
served in the modern estuaries, so these maps
show only the ininimum area covered by the tsu-
nami. Tsunami sands are not preserved if they are
deposited on slopes above the bay, so we cannot
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usc this technique to determine the maximum wa-
ter level, only the minimum. Peterson and others
�991a! found prehistoric Lsunami sands at least 2

kilometers  and possibly 18 kilometers! up
Yaqulna Bay.

The other approaches to tsunami height is
computer modeling. The modeling of waves trav-

eling in water is fairly straightforwaal, but it is
extremely complex to model how the wave be-
haves when it enter» shallow water  less than 50

meters! and interads with the irregular floor of
the shallow sea. It is even inore complicated to
model how the wave behaves in estuaries. Two

attempts have been inade to model a locally gen-
erated tsunami caused by a subduction zone
earthquake. Hebenstreit �988! modeled the tsu-

nami likely to accompany a magnitude 9.1  Mw!
earthquake  figure 19!. His model shows ex-
pected wave height along the Oregon coast at
points a few kilometers offshore, thereby side-

stepping the shallow-water problem. Clearly,
these wave heights, locally as much as 12 meters,
represent a serious threat, Baptista and others
�991! have prtxluced a simple model as a pre-
lude to a morc complete model. Their initial
model is designed to test the sensitivity of tsu-
nami height to various factors and only estimates

tsunami height at the latitude of Astori a. Again,
this model gives wave height only at a water
depth of 50 meters and does not carry the wave
onshore. The Baptista and others model suggest»
that a wave about 7 meters high would be likely
from an average subduction zone earthquake. The
wave height in this model is very dependent on
variables that ate still poorly known, so the wave
height may not be rcliablc. Thc arrival time of the
tsunaini is much less variable, however, and un-

derscores the unique threat associated with lo-
cally generated tsunamis. The tsunami crest in the
model reaches the coast 20 to 30 miiiutes after the

earthquake. This is not enough time for an official
warning to be issued, so all coastal residents
should consider strong ground shaking as a natu-

ml tsunami warning and should seek high ground
immediately.

The actual height above sea level reached by
any tsunami will depend on many local factors,
including the offshore wave height, the shape of
the shore or estuary, the normal tidal stage at the
time, and the amount of coseismic subsidence. It

is not urireasonable for many parLs ol' the Oregoii
coast to expect tsunami run-up of 5 to 10 meters,
with inundation extending several kilometers up
many estuaries.
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Conclusions: Should We All Move to
Nebraska?

Where does all of this uncertain science leave

the residents and decision makers of Oregon's
coastal communities? Some may think that we
must evacuate the coast forever, others will think

we can continue to develop without regard to
seismic hazards. The truth, of course, lies in be-
tween. Let's look at a few key facts.

In 150 years or so of our history, there has
been no earthquake damage on the coast, yet
there has been abundant damage caused by
mundane hazards like storms, coastal erosion,

and landslides.

The best geologic data now available strongly
suggests, but cannot prove, that most of the
coast is susceptible to large damaging earth-
quakes. These events are certainly rare on
human time scales, but could occur at any
time.

~ The natural geologic makeup of the coast
makes it prone to a variety of earthquake haz-
ards, and any large earthquake is likely to
cause a large amount of damage.

~ It is possible now to make a broad assess-
ment of hazard zones in which individual

sites need to be investigated in more detail.

~ I ifeiines in Oregon coastal communities are
likely to be severely impaired in the event of
large earthquakes, affecting emergency re-
sponse operations.

~ The long-term economic impact of a large
earthquake may destroy communities more
thoroughly than the ground shaking.

~ No community can afford to "earthquake
proof ' all of its lifelines and economic infra-
structure in the short run.

What should be done, given these facts? Cer-
tainly we need more research to answer many of
thc uncertainties about the earthquake threat, hut
we know enough to begin to act. Earthquake haz-

ards can be reduced in communities by increasing
public awareness of the hazard and by protecting
lifelines and struchrres. The first is relatively in-
expensive, and can save many hves. Community
groups, the Red Cross, and others can help to
educate the community about earthquake and
general disaster preparedness. Protecting the in-
frashucture is economical over the long run, as
long as it is integrated into long-range building
and land-use plans. Hazardous buildings will
probably not get fixed, but they should be re-
placed by earthquake-resistant structures when
their natural life is over. Similarly, facilities sited
in hazard zones probably won't get moved, but
their replacements should be sited properly. Plan-
ning carefully, identifying hazard zories, and con-
sidering potential earthquake safety as an element
in any development project will lead in the long
run to a much more earthquake-resistant Oregon
coast. Odds are that we have decades to prepare,
We should not squander that opportunity.
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I am going to limit my discussion to things that I

actually have knowledge of, namely landsliding.
In my opinion, landsliding holds the most po-

tential for liability and is the most visible hazard
along the Oregon coast, especially between New-
port and Lincoln City. This is not to say that
landsliding is confined to tlus portion of the coast;
rather, it is one of the most populated areas and
subjected to more huinan activity than mast other

Madin has noted that the most slide-prone ar-
eas are mud»tone bedrock and slopes over 25%
and areas of rapid sea cliff erosion or riverbank
erosion. I would add terrace deposits overlying
seaward-dipping mudstone with slopes as flat as
10 degrees. Typically, the landsliding occurs
within a fcw hundred feet of the beachline and

during or after heavy or prolonged rainfall. Se-
vere stamrs that result in pounding and erosion of
the sea cliff compound the land movenient,

My area of concern is landsliding connected to
the subduction, or severe crustal quake. From my

observations of thc morphology of the marine
terrace deposits up and down the Oregon coast,

abnormal drainage patterns appear to be com-
rnon. Erosion of thc Coast Range and nearshore
sediments should result in drainage ways perpen-
dicular to the coast. Seemingly more often than
not, the drainages are deflected at the margins of,
or within, the terrace deposits, and for variable
distances they parallel the shorelines, as shown

on the contour map example used for figure l.
Figure 2 is the same map as figure I with geo-

logic units delineated froin the mapping ior
DOGAMI Bulletin 81  admittedly very broad and
general!. Assuming that the terrace deposits are
more erodible than the underlying mudstone bed-
rock uruts, one would think that the erosional

channel~ would continue straight toward the
beach. An argument could be made that thc upper

 eastward! margin of the terrace deposits has
pulled away frtrm the underlying bedrock, creat-
ing a new drainage path. One could also imply
from figure 2 that the Astoria and Nye mudstone
I'onuations could have undergone similar
movements.

These terrace deposiLs were apparently once
uniform sand or poorly indurated sandstone that
rested on seaward-sloping or dipping inudstoncs,
Fram my experience, when excavating the terrace
deposits onc finds that they are highly fractured
and contain large volumes of water. Normal
coastal erosion and saturation by heavy rain-
storms can cause, and has caused, section» ta
break off and slide onto the tmch. The active

sliding is usually within one or two hundred yards

of the beach. My concern is that this pattern of
fracturing  figure I ! continues many hundreds of
yards inland. Observations also show that the
fractures farther fram the shoreline do nat appear
to show any recent movement.

Figure 3 depicts a, passible sequence of eveiit»
without specific ages or intervals.

This phenomenon could possibly contain a
geologic record in the form of Carbon-14 lram
buried arganics or tree rings  if any ald enough
still exist! in the base of the ravines. Assuming
that all of the fractures did nat occur siinu lta-

neously, different ages may be established for dif-
ferent events, At the very worst, a most recent
event may be isolated.

In summary, I feel that the research is moving
steadily forward, This is serious business. I urge
the researchers to avaid searching for data ta fit
preconceived notions  one set of errors can mean
hundreds of years for recurrence interval»!.
Coastal govcmments should not panic; the prob-
ability for disaster was the same in the last decade
as it will be in the next,
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Rai»mar Bartl

Clatsop-Ti llamook Intergovernmental Council

How do we plan for a catastrophic event that has
a low probahility of occurring at any given time
but that, when it does occur, will have enormous

cr >r>sequences'> At Ihe conclusion of his paper, Ian
Madin suggests a number of steps various parties
shouM initiate in light of our knowledge about
earthquakes in subduction zones. I agree with
their generA direction and offer the following ad-
di tional c >mmcnts.

The first step in eincrgency plaririing is to in-
crease the level of public awareness, Most Cali-
fonuans know about the San Andreas fault, But

how many Oregonians are aware of the potential
for a devastating earthquake in their state'>

We can leam I'rom public information cam-

paigns in California and perhaps those in the
south, where officials are used to dealing with
humcane». This is an area in which the Federal

Einergency Management Act  FEMA! should be
doing a lot more.

Any public information campaign will be
complicated by the large number of tourists and
visitor» in coastal communities. How can we

reach Ihi» gir>up effectively?

1. Reinfi>ruing I'uhlic Buildings
ideally. puhlic lacilities should be retrofitted to

withstand earthquakes. I agree with Madin's con-
clusion that little will occur. With budgets lim-
ited, such improvements are likely to be a very
low priority, Car>non Beach had some experience
with tlris last ye;u. The city hall is of masonry and
wi>uld nr>t he safe in an earthquake. For this rea-
son, a consultant had recommended extensive

repairs. However, after lengthy discussions of thc
situation, the city council voted to make only
minor repairs.

2. Building Codes/FI.'MA
There is a conflict between FEMA flood regu-

latioris, which require the construction of piling-
supported buildings in coastal high-hazard areas,
and the poor performance of such structures in an
earthquake. Is there some way to reconcile tlris
conflict?

The same conflict exists where pile-suppr>rted
structures have been built in filled estuaries and

flood plains. Much of Cannon Beach's dr>wntown
is located in a filled wetland, and I suspect this is
not uncommon for other coastal towrrs located on

estuaries.

1. Relocation of Threatened Structures

It will he difficult to relocate a public facility
that is currently in an area at high risk from tsuna-
mis until that facility is totally worn out. An ex-
ample ol such a structure is the Cannon Beach
grade school, which is located on the Ecola Creek
estuary, an area extremely suscepl.ible to tsunami
hazard,

2. Planning for Tsunami Hazard

Present FEMA mapping and regulations do
not consider tsunami hazanls, either fn>m a dis-

tant earthquake or from one in the subduction
zone. Should they? Is it technically feasible to
prepare for a tsunami? If so, what might be the
implications of incorporating tsunami pl ai>ning
into the regulations, including its effect on insur-
ance rates'>

The fact that a tsunami wave could reach 10

meters or morc does not leave much room f<>r

land usc planning in many communities. For ex-
ample, in Cannon Beach, the elevation of down-
town is 12 feet. mean sea level fMSL!. The area

is protected by a dike with a height of 20 to 25
feet MSL. Many of the city's oceanfront areas
have a height <>f less than 30 feet MSL.
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After decades of debate, scientists now believe

that the Cascadia subduction zone, encompassing
the Pacific Northwest  PNW! coastal zone, is

coseismic, that is, predisposed to earthquakes.
Prehistoric earthquakes of potentially very large
magnitude  +8.5 Mw! are implied by past epi-
sodes of abrupt coastal subsidence, tsunami inun-
dation, and sediment liquefaction  table 1;
Atwater 1987; Reinhart and Bourgeois 1989;
Darienzo and Peterson 1990; Vick 1988; Peterson

et al. 1991a; Carver, pers. comm.!. The prehis-
toric subduction zone earthquakes are estimated
to have taken place at intervals of between 300
and 600 years, with the last event occurring about

300 years ago.
While eaithquake sources, magnitudes, and

recurrence intervals in the Cascadia margin are
currently heing investigated  Shedlock and
Weaver 1991! little is heing done to establish
site-specific risks from the collateral earthquake
effects. Locally, these effects can include uncon-
solidated sediment liquefaction, coastal land-
slides, tsunami inundation, and persistent
shoreline subsidence and related flooding. The
magnitude of coastal subsidence  zero to two
meters relative sea level rise! could vary region-
ally, producing extensive beach erosion and se-
vere seasonal IIooding iii bays and tidal-river
flood plains, Beach retreat might shift some
shorelines landward by as much as 100 meters.
We estimate that as much as 90 percent of the

present wetlands and low pastures in some bays
will be submerged following the next subsidence
event. For the most part, PNW coastal planners at
present have little or no site-specific data with
which to address concerns about these collateral

seismic hazards.

In addition to earthquake hazards, the cata-
strophic responses of some PNW beaches to the
anomalous storm conditions of the 1982-83 El

Nitro event  Komar 1986; Tuttle 1987! have
clearly shown the susceptibility of the beaches to
extieme interannual climatic events. Sustained

beach erosion, sand dune accretion, or coastal

flooding were experienced in many PNW coastal
zone beaches following the longshore redistribu-
tion of beach sands during the 1982-83 winter
period. Some beaches experienced northward
sand displacements of 5 to 10 million cubic
meters, over inultikilometer distances, for a dura-

tion of several years  Peterson et al. 1990!. The
northward shift in beach sand resulted from an

unusually oblique approach of winter storm
waves associated with anomalously low latitudes
of North Pacific storm centers in 1982-83. The

delayed return of beach sand to the south �986
and 1987! followed a two-year period of high-
latitude winter storms �984 and 1985! that were
unable to mobilize the northward displaced sand
 Peterson et al. 1992!. The several years follow-
ing the 1982-83 El NiAo appear to be the most
widespread erosional period in the PNW coastal
zone during the last several decades.

Locally, the multiyear redistribution of littoral
sand �! stripped beaches to underlying bedrock,
�! exposed sea cliffs and foredunes to direct
wave attack, or �! caused the rapid growth of
eolian dune fields  dunes caused by wind!. The

presence of jetties, for example those at
Humboldt Bay and at the mouths of the Siuslaw,
Yaquina, and Columbia rivers, might have con-
tributed to the post-El Nitro effects of local beach
erosion, Furthermore, the long-term effects of sea
walls, dune stabilization, and offshore dredge
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't Features tentatively identified,

Neah Bay, WA
Kalaloch, WA

Copalis, WA
Grays Harbor, WA
Willapa Bay, WA
Seaside, OR

Cannon Beach, OR

Nehalem, OR

Tillamook Bay, OR
Netarts, OR

Pacific City, OR
Neskowin, OR

Lincoln, City, OR
Gleneden Beach, OR

Newport, OR
Waldport, OR
Florence, OR

Reedsport, OR
Coos Bay, OR
Bandon, OR

Langlois, OR
Port Orford, OR

Gold Beach, OR

Arcata, CA

Eureka, CA

disposal on littoral sand supply in the PNW
coastal zone have not been quantitatively evalu-
ated. Ol particular concern are the additive im-
pacts of �! extreme changes in storm wave
climate, �! physical restrictions to longshore
transport, and �! diminished sand supply on ex-
isting beach sand buffers. Because coastal man-
agers have not had much experience with such
unusual erosional events, they generally have not
considered the potential impacts of interannual
redistributions of beach sands during shoreline
plarrrring or pemiitting processes.

In addressing these newly identified coastal

hazards, it is important to recognize thc diversity
of shoreline conditions and associated hazard

susceptibilities in the PNW coastal zone. For ex-

ample, the open ocean shoreline from the Juan dc
Fuca Straits, Washington, to Cape Mendocino,
California �,000 kilometers in distance!, con-
tains some 42 separate beach segmenLs, The~e
segments possibly represent proxies for indepen-
dent littoral cells � to 165 kilometers long! total-
ing some 770 kilometers, or about 77 percent of
the coast  Peterson et al. 1991b!. Catastrophic



shoreline erosion could differ between and within

these beach segments as a function of the local
distribution of beach sand bu ffers. For example,
measured sand volumes in selected beaches range
from 15 to 3,400 cubic meters per meter of shore-
line  Peterson et al. 1991c!. As yet, no quantita-
tive relations between pre-existing sand volume
and susceptibility to catastrophic erosion have
been established in the PNW coastal zone.

Some 38 of the beach segment boundaries, that
is, about 45 percent of the cell-bounding head-
lands, project less than 500 meters seaward of
adjacent shoreline embayments. Assuining 0.01
to 0.02 nearshoie gradients  slope!, these sinall
headlands can be expected to terminate in less
than 10 meters of water, well within reported wa-
ter depths of active sand suspension and transport
 U,S, Army Corps of Engineers 1973!. However,
no tield experiments have been conducted to test
the effect of these small headlands in restricting
longshore transport under highly variable condi-
tioiis of directional wave climate. For example,
chronic beach erosion or dune sand accretion in

some cells might result from infrequent events of
sand bypassing around small headlands during
extrcme climatic events. Finally, there have been
no studies of the potential long-term flux of beach

sand between inshore, offshore, or longshore
sand reservoirs following sustained coastal sub-
sidence  decades! associated with earthquake
subsidence or uplift,

An increasing concern of many PNW coastal
communities is their susceptibility to near-source
tsunami hazards. In the event of a megathrust
earthquake in the central Cascadia margin, as few
as 20 minutes might elapse between the termina-
tion of seismic shaking and the advance of the
corresponding tsunami  Baptista, pers. comm.!.
Although evidence of prehistoric tsunami inunda-
tion is now established in more than a dozen

PNW hays  table 1!, the geologic records do not
provide accurate estimates of the heights of tsu-

nami run-ups. Preliminary computer numeric
models of tsunami generation and shoreward
propagation have been developed for the

Cascadia margin  Hebenstreit 1988; Baptista,
pers. comm,!, However, a great deal of work is
needed to iefine the models for accurate predic-
tion of Lsunami onshore run-up  land elevations

swept by the tsunami wave! and inshore attenua-
tion  landward distance reached by the tsunami!,
In addition to the uncertainty of tsunaini run-up,
the lack of detailed coastal topography  land el-
evations! severely limits the prediction of site-
specific tsunami hazard needed hy planners and
emergency managers.

Of the beach-fronted PNW coastline, approxi-
rnately 460 kilometers �0 percent of the total!
are backed by unconsolidated dune or bay depos-
its. The remainder �0 percent of the total! are
backed directly by sea cliffs. Unconsolidated
beach, dune, and bay sediinents within reach of
pcrchcd water tables are likely to be the founda-
tion soils most susceptible to liquefaction from
seisinic shaking. Ironically, the flat topography
and close proximity of these deposits to modern
shorelines make them very appealing to private
and commercial developers. Although liquefiable
deposits have been mapped in the Portland and
Seattle metropolitan areas, they have not been
regionally inapped or systeinatically tested for
liquefaction potential anywhere in the PNW
coastal zone.

Seasonal and interannual variations in eolian

dune sand supply are major complicating factors
in coastal planning for shoreline development,

jetty maintenance, harbor mouth dredging, and
dune habitat ecology. Surprisingly little informa-
tion exists regarding the site-specific rates of

beach sand transport by eolian processes in Ilie
PNW coastal zone. It has been suggested that

sand supplies to dune fields are alternately termi-
nated and reactivated following periods of
coseismic cycles of subsidence and uplift, iespec-
tively  Hunter, pers. comm; Carver, pers.
comm.!. Unfortunately, there have been few geo-
logic studies of the origin of the major dune
fields, their timing of formation, or their long-
tenn growth dynamics since Cooper's pioneering
work  Cooper 1958 and 1967!. Finally, there
have been no quantitative, site-specific studies on
the long-term effect of the "locking up" of beach
sand in artificially stabilized dune fields, for ex-
ample, foredunes stabilized by dune grass
plantings or shore protection structures.

Most of the beach-fronted sea cliffs contain

poorly consolidated Pleistocene deposits overly-
ing wave-cut marine terraces, tectonically



upwarped between 0 and 120 meters above
present sea level. The longshore distribution of
modem sea cliff failures appears to vary widely
in northern Oregon  Galster 1987; Komar and
Shih 1991! as well as throughout the PNW. Al-
though some 90 percent of the observed sea cliffs
in the PNW coastal zone are oversteepened, less
than 10 percent of modem sea cliff shoreline
 pre-1982 83 El Niflo! shows evidence of cata-
strophic slope failure  Peterson et al. 1992!, In
addition, we find no regional correlations be-
tween reported modem uplift rates  Mitchell et al.
1991! and apparent sea cliff retreat in the
Cascadia margin. We speculate that periods of
rapid sea cliff retreat immediately follow
coseismic subsidence events or anomalous condi-

tions of beach sand redistribution. Thc suscepti-
bilities of existing sea cliffs to future erosion and
retreat, due either to coseismic tectonic subsid-

ence  abrupt sea-level rise! or interannual events
of sand redistribution by anomalous wave cli-
inate, have yet to bc evaluated in the Cascadia

margin.
In conclusion, the PNW coastaI zone is par-

ticularly susceptible to Cascad ia margin earth-
quakes fram the multiple threats of �! relative
proxunity to earthquake epicentets, �! near
source tsunami run-up, �! abundance of liquefi-
able foundation soils, and �! persistent coastal
subsidence and flooding. The less dramatic, but

potentially inore frequent, cvcnts of unusual wave
climate inake "appaientIy stable" shorelines in

the PNW coastal zone far more dynamic then
previously assumed. Finally, increasing develop-
ment pressures on shoreline properties are certain
to yield increasing land-use conflicts between
people who want to build artificiaI structures and
the natural dynamics of shoreline erosion or ac-
cretion. Coastal planners, emergency managers,
and the general public need comprehensive as-
sessments ol potential, catastrophic shoreline haz-
ards resulting from earthquakes and extreme
climatic conditions in the Cascadia margin. Fo-
cused research effoits are now needed to provide
site-specific information for catastrophic hazard
mitigation in the Pacific Northwest coastal zone.
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